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Harry Potter and the Cursed
Child Running Press Kids
An irresistible romp through
the history of magic, from
alchemy to unicorns, ancient
witchcraft to Harry's
Hogwarts - packed with unseen
sketches and manuscript pages
from J.K. Rowling, magical
illustrations from Jim Kay
and weird, wonderful and
inspiring artefacts that have
been magically released from
the archives at the British
Library. This spellbinding
book takes readers on a
journey through the Hogwarts
curriculum, including
Herbology, Defence Against
the Dark Arts, Astronomy,
Divination and more. Discover
the truth behind making the
Philosopher's Stone, create
your very own potion and
uncover the secret of
invisible ink. Learn all
about the history of mandrake
roots and dragons, discover
what witches really used
their brooms for, pore over
incredible images of actual
mermaids and read about real-
life potions, astronomers and
alchemists. The perfect gift
for aspiring witches and
wizards and any Harry Potter
fan. Celebrating twenty years
of Harry Potter magic, and
produced in association with
the British Library to
support their major
exhibition, Harry Potter: A
History of Magic.

Harry Potter - a History of Magic Simon
and Schuster
'A terrific debut. Sparkling, very (very)
funny, and deeply moving' ARAVIND
ADIGA 'Truly something different, and
exhilarating' GARY SHTEYNGART Set in
Boston and Bangalore, Accidental Magic
is the story of four very different people
whose lives are brought together by
Harry Potter. For Kannan, Curtis,
Rebecca and Malathi, social outsiders and
people adrift, the intense and diverse
world of Harry Potter fandom offers
community, even a sense of meaning. An
extraordinary novel about how flawed
relationships can be; how we battle
loneliness, live on hope and search for
that perfect connection---often settling
for imperfection---it is also about the
tension between duty and the individual
pursuit of happiness. Accidental Magic is
a work of great imagination and marks
the arrival of an exciting and powerful
new voice.
The Science of Harry Potter Courier Corporation
Color in over 50 magical, fantastic Harry Potter
characters and patterns in this gorgeous new
coloring book! Grab your favorite colored pencils
and crayons! This magical Harry Potter coloring
book is not to be missed. It features gorgeous, eye-
catching moments from throughout the films in an
all-new art style. Color in fantastical scenes from
the magnificent Yule Ball; decorate Luna
Lovegood's most iconic (and zany!) outfits; and
doodle all over Hogwarts castle in this absolutely
stunning official coloring book.
Harry Potter: You're Magical Scholastic
Incorporated
The official playscript of the original West End
production of Harry Potter and the Cursed
Child. It was always difficult being Harry
Potter and it isn't much easier now that he is
an overworked employee of the Ministry of
Magic, a husband, and father of three school-
age children. While Harry grapples with a past
that refuses to stay where it belongs, his
youngest son Albus must struggle with the
weight of a family legacy he never wanted. As
past and present fuse ominously, both father
and son learn the uncomfortable truth:
sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected
places. The playscript for Harry Potter and the
Cursed Child was originally released as a
'special rehearsal edition' alongside the
opening of Jack Thorne's play in London's
West End in summer 2016. Based on an
original story by J.K. Rowling, John Tiffany
and Jack Thorne, the play opened to
rapturous reviews from theatregoers and
critics alike, while the official playscript

became an immediate global bestseller. This
revised paperback edition updates the 'special
rehearsal edition' with the conclusive and final
dialogue from the play, which has subtly
changed since its rehearsals, as well as a
conversation piece between director John
Tiffany and writer Jack Thorne, who share
stories and insights about reading playscripts.
This edition also includes useful background
information including the Potter family tree and
a timeline of events from the wizarding world
prior to the beginning of Harry Potter and the
Cursed Child.
Harry Potter: Ravenclaw Magic Penguin
Complete tons of fun activity prompts and draw
pictures of your favorite characters in this Harry
Potter activity book with a collectible Harry
pen/pencil topper! Explore Hogwarts like a
student in this enchanting Harry Potter activity
book! Imagine you're taking a Potions classes,
record what your Amortentia smells like, draw
what kind of day you'd have after guzzling down
Felix Felicis, and even transform different
characters by drawing different spells! Inspired
by the Harry Potter films, this incredible activity
book comes with tons of stickers, stencils, and
hours of fun. Plus, it includes an exclusive Harry
pen/pencil topper!
LEGO Harry Potter: School of Magic
Penguin
Harry Potter: A History of Magic is the
official book of the exhibition, a once-in-a-
lifetime collaboration between Bloomsbury,
J.K. Rowling and the brilliant curators of the
British Library. It promises to take readers on
a fascinating journey through the subjects
studied at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry -- from Alchemy and Potions
classes through to Herbology and Care of
Magical Creatures. Each chapter showcases a
treasure trove of artefacts from the British
Library and other collections around the
world, beside exclusive manuscripts, sketches
and illustrations from the Harry Potter
archive. There's also a specially
commissioned essay for each subject area by
an expert, writer or cultural commentator,
inspired by the contents of the exhibition --
absorbing, insightful and unexpected
contributions from Steve Backshall, the
Reverend Richard Coles, Owen Davies, Julia
Eccleshare, Roger Highfield, Steve Kloves,
Lucy Mangan, Anna Pavord and Tim Peake,
who offer a personal perspective on their
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magical theme.
Modern Coin Magic Ballantine Books
DIVSimple-to-use book gives versatile repertoire
of first rate card tricks. The authors, both expert
magicians, present clear explanations of basic
techniques and over 100 complete tricks. 121
figures. /div
Harry Potter Spell Book Andrews McMeel
Publishing
Harry Potter has provided a portal to the
wizarding world for millions of readers, but
an examination of Harry, his friends and his
enemies will take us on yet another journey:
through the psyche of the Muggle (and
wizard!) mind. The twists and turns of the
series, as well as the psychological depth and
complexity of J. K. Rowling’s characters,
have kept fans enthralled with and puzzling
over the many mysteries that permeate
Hogwarts and beyond: � Do the Harry
Potter books encourage disobedience? �
Why is everyone so fascinated by Professor
Lupin? � What exactly will Harry and his
friends do when they finally pass those
N.E.W.T.s? � Do even wizards live by the
ticking of the clock? � Is Harry destined to
end up alone? And why did it take Ron and
Hermione so long to get together? Now, in
The Psychology of Harry Potter, leading
psychologists delve into the ultimate
Chamber of Secrets, analyzing human mind
and motivation by examining the themes and
characters that make the Harry Potter books
the bestselling fantasy series of all time. Grab
a spot on the nearest couch, and settle in for
some fresh revelations about our favorite
young wizard!
Harry Potter: Hogwarts Magic! Book with Pencil
Topper Workman Publishing
Traces the history of magic, describes the acts of
prominent magicians, and demonstrates some
basic cup, card, and coin tricks.
Harry Potter: Magical Meditations Courier
Corporation
The most complete treatise on sleight-of-
hand coin conjuring, including best
traditional methods and modern
innovations. Guides you systematically from
basic techniques, through integrated tricks to
complete acts, 18 in all. 510 clear illustrations.
LEGO Harry Potter Scholastic Incorporated
More than 200 charms, hexes, jinxes, and
other fun spells from the Harry Potter
universe. A fantastic gift for someone who
loves Harry Potter, and has a sense of humor.
(Some jokes in this book may not be suitable
for children under the age of 13. Parental
discretion is advised.)
Harry Potter: Magical Art Coloring Book RP
Studio
Discover the magical places of the Harry Potter
films in one-of-a-kind 3-D scenes. Revisit the
magic of Harry Potter through four intricate,

multilayered dioramas that capture beloved
locations from the films. From Hogwarts to
Hogsmeade, Diagon Alley, and the Ministry of
Magic, each paper scene is laser die-cut for
precision and gorgeously detailed. Every scene is
accompanied by essential information about
these magical places and fun, behind-the-scenes
facts from the films. Designed to thrill both
seasoned Harry Potter fans and younger children,
this volume is a treasured keepsake for the whole
family.
The Magic Book Insight Editions
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting
book—a deluxe guide to creating over 25 authentic
Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel
the magic of the Harry Potter films from the screen
to your needles with the ultimate knitter’s guide to
the Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical
knits pictured in gorgeous full-color photography,
this book includes patterns for clothing, home
projects, and keepsakes pulled straight from the
movies—and even includes a few iconic costume
pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions
based on the true colors used in the films, projects
range from simple patterns like the Hogwarts house
scarves to more complex projects like Mrs.
Weasley’s Christmas sweaters. A true fan must-
have, this book also includes fun facts, original
costume sketches, film stills, and other behind-the-
scenes treasures. Harry Potter: Knitting Magic is sure
to have fans everywhere summoning needles,
conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting
wizardry.
The Science of Harry Potter Simon and Schuster
Harry Potter: A History of Magicis the official
book of the exhibition, a once-in-a-lifetime
collaboration between Bloomsbury, J.K. Rowling
and the brilliant curators of the British Library. It
promises to take readers on a fascinating journey
through the subjects studied at Hogwarts School
of Witchcraft and Wizardry - from Alchemy and
Potions classes through to Herbology and Care
of Magical Creatures. Each chapter showcases a
treasure trove of artefacts from the British Library
and other collections around the world, beside
exclusive manuscripts, sketches and illustrations
from the Harry Potter archive. There's also a
specially commissioned essay for each subject
area by an expert, writer or cultural
commentator, inspired by the contents of the
exhibition - absorbing, insightful and
unexpected contributions from Steve Backshall,
the Reverend Richard Coles, Owen Davies, Julia
Eccleshare,Roger Highfield, Steve Kloves, Lucy
Mangan, Anna Pavord and Tim Peake, who
offer a personal perspective on their magical
theme. Readers will be able to pore over ancient
spell books, amazing illuminated scrolls that
reveal the secret of the Elixir of Life, vials of
dragon's blood, mandrake roots, painted
centaurs and a genuine witch's broomstick, in a
book that shows J.K. Rowling's magical
inventions alongside their cultural and historical
forebears. This is the ultimate gift for Harry
Potter fans, curious minds, big imaginations,
bibliophiles and readers around the world who
missed out on the chance to see the exhibition in
person.

Magic Bloomsbury Children's Books
Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the first
Harry Potter(TM) film and test your
wizarding knowledge in this activity book
that comes with everything you need to build
your own LEGO(R) Harry Potter(TM)
minifigure! Have you ever wondered how
Hogwarts(TM) stays hidden from Muggles
or what a Patronus says about its wizard or
witch? Learn that and more in this fun-filled
LEGO(R) Harry Potter(TM) guide book!
With tons of quizzes, activities, and special
wizarding facts included on every other page,
this book is perfect for young LEGO fans
who want to learn more about the world of
Harry Potter(TM). And you can even build
your own LEGO Harry Potter minifigure to
join you on your journey! LEGO, the LEGO
logo, the Minifigure and the Brick and Knob
configurations are trademarks and/or
copyrights of the LEGO Group. (c)2022 The
LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
WIZARDING WORLD characters, names,
and related indicia are (c) & (TM) Warner
Bros. Entertainment Inc. Publishing Rights
(c) JKR. (s22)
Close-up Card Magic Bloomsbury
Publishing
Behind the magic of Harry Potter—a witty
and illuminating look at the scientific
principles, theories, and assumptions of the
boy wizard's world, newly come to life again
in Harry Potter and the Cursed Child and the
upcoming film Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes
of Grindelwald Can Fluffy the three-headed
dog be explained by advances in molecular
biology? Could the discovery of cosmic
"gravity-shielding effects" unlock the secret to
the Nimbus 2000 broomstick's ability to fly?
Is the griffin really none other than the
dinosaur Protoceratops? Roger Highfield,
author of the critically acclaimed The Physics
of Christmas, explores the fascinating links
between magic and science to reveal that
much of what strikes us as supremely strange
in the Potter books can actually be explained
by the conjurings of the scientific mind. This
is the perfect guide for parents who want to
teach their children science through their
favorite adventures as well as for the millions
of adult fans of the series intrigued by its
marvels and mysteries. � An ALA Booklist
Editors' Choice �
Muggles and Magic Courier Corporation
Let the Harry, Ron, Hermione, or Hagrid in
your own life know how magical you think
they are with this one-of-a-kind DIY gift
book. This interactive book invites you to fill
in what you love about your friend, with
writing prompts inspired by relationships
from the world of Harry Potter. Once
completed, the book becomes a personalized
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gift worthy of a butterbeer cheers to you and
your pal's greatest adventures. The book
features full-color photography from the
Harry Potter films throughout.
Accidental Magic Bloomsbury Publishing
The Magic BookClay Bridges PressHoudini
on MagicCourier Corporation
Hampton Roads Publishing Company
Incorporated
New York Times best-selling Magic Eye 3-D
puzzles are back with a new look and fresh
images from the blockbuster Harry Potter
movies. More than 30 Magic Eye 3D illusions
are ready to entertain and delight inside
Harry Potter Magical Creatures, featuring
creatures from all the films to date including
Buckbeak, Hedwig, and the Hungarian
Horntail Dragon. The book employs Magic
Eye's patented 3D technology to reveal
scenes from the top-grossing theatrical
franchise in movie history, with two films still
to come! (tm) and (c) Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. Harry Potter Publishing
Rights (c) J. K. Rowling(s10)
Harry Potter Putnam Publishing Group
The ultimate book of magic for kids from a
world-famous magician, complete with
photographs for easy to follow instructions.
From one of the world's premier practitioners of
classic magic, with years of experience
instructing younger readers in the magical arts,
comes this new revision of his complete guide to
learning and performing fantastic feats of
prestidigitation. Acclaimed by the Los Angeles
Times as "the text that young magicians swear
by," it's full of step-by-step instructions. More
than 2,000 illustrations provide the know-how
behind 300 techniques, from basic card tricks to
advanced levitation, along with advice on
planning and staging a professional-quality
magic show.
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